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2ND GRADE SAMPLE 

LESSON PLANS  
Lesson Plans are written by classroom teachers for on-campus 
instruction on M/W. 
LANGUAGE ARTS 

Materials: 

Independent Books 

Read Alouds 

SWR phonogram cards, rule cards, WISE guide 

FLL Manual 

WWE manual 

Memory Book 

Writing Folder 
 

Objectives: 

TLW read independently in IRP book 

TLW say phonograms 

TLW say and write dictated SWR words with markings and 
chart work 

TLW apply reading and comprehension skills  

TLW identify and apply correct punctuation, capitalization 
and usage in sentences through writing and dictation 

TLW recite scripture and poems 

TLW become familiar with Latin language  

TLW master D'Nealian handwriting 
 

Assessments: 

D'Nealian Handwriting pg. 46; (I-3 Due from home) 
 

Activities: 

1. Welcome, Prayer, Pledge, Devotional 

2. Student will read IRP book. 

o Student will answer PLORE question in PLORE 
spiral. 

o Vocabulary-student will choose a word from their 
reading and define it in PLORE spiral.  

3. SWR: 

o Dictate words from list I-2 
o Multi-letter Phonograms and Rules: See top of pg. 

28 of WISE Guide. 

6. FLL: Contractions 

o Lesson 21 (complete contraction page #2 in MB if 
not done already):,  

o "The Year" poem, copy work through 'July' 

7. WWE/Writing: Week 7 Day 1 (orally okay; write on board/no 
need to copy) 

8. Memory:  

o Scripture- Genesis 1:26-31 REVIEW and practice for 
presentation (11/14); not for a grade. 

o Poem- "The Year"  
o Familiar Saying: "The more the merrier." 

9. LATIN: Ch. 13-15 (CD) 

10.  HANDWRITING:  Introduce pgs. 47:  Qq, Vv  

11.  WRITING WORKSHOP: Revise and Edit Step. 

o Discuss what revising and editing a piece of writing 
means. 

o Show on board the basic editing marks and why 
they are used. 

o Look at 'class paper' and see if any revisions can be 
made to improve sentence structure or descriptions. 

o If time, let students trade drafts and check for 
capitals and punctuation.  May mark friend's paper 
with red pencil if any mistakes are noticed (show 
proper edit marks for capitals/add period). 

-Check for draft completion. 

 

SEND HOME:  Green Writing Folders with yellow drafts; Also 
include 'Editing Marks' sheet 

 

MATH 

Materials: 

SM3TE 

SM3WB 

Math Meeting Booklet and materials  

Worksheets for lesson 

Demonstration Clock 

Money 

Outdoor Thermometer (or phone) 

 

Objective: 

TLW write money amounts using the $ and cent symbols. 

 

Activities: 

1. Conduct math meeting for Lesson 28 

2. Teach concepts for lesson 28 

3. Rapid Recall Addition, Track 6, Day 1 

4. Assessments- None 

5. Digit Span 

 

SEND HOME: None 
 

SCIENCE  

Objective:  

TLW learn about hurricane and tornadoes. 

 

Activities: 

1.  Read 'Magic School Bus Inside a Hurricane' 

2.  Look at pictures or video of a hurricane. 

3.  Demonstration:  Hurricane/Tornado in a Bottle 

 

SEND HOME 

1.  Hurricane/Tornado Reading Comprehension sheet 

2.  Venn diagram:  Hurricanes/Tornadoes 
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2ND GRADE SAMPLE 

HOMEWORK  
Homework is written by classroom teachers for 
School@Home days on T/Th/F (Flex Day). 
HOMEWORK 
READING (30 minutes): 
1. Student free reads book of choice for 20 minutes and 
orally retells to co-teacher. 
2. Sign TUESDAY reading log (located on reading tab in 
binder.) 
 
SPELLING (30 minutes): 
1. Re-dictate list I-2 to student today on a blank sheet of 
paper or on the back of Monday's dictation. 
2. Begin working on Spelling Enrichment Spiral - complete 
3 activities of your choice. 
3. Review Phonograms and Rules. 
4.  Add any missed spelling words from previous test to 
Word Wall (Writing Folder). 
 
HANDWRITING (10 minutes): 
1. Complete pages 47-48 
2. Co-teacher initials work. 
 
WWE (30 minutes): 
1. Week 7, Day 2 Copy Work  
2. Week 7, Day 3 Dictation 
 
WRITING WORKSHOP (All Week, 30 minutes): 
1.  REVISE sentence structure, grammar, and add 
descriptive words (adjectives) as needed.  Ask things like, 
"Does this sound right to you?  Does it make sense?  Is 
there anything you can do to make it better?" 
2.  Go through again and this time, begin to EDIT - making 
sure that all words are SPELLED CORRECTLY. 
3.  Repeat, this time making sure proper PUNCTUATION is 
used. 
4.  While editing, discuss the different marks that are 
made and what they mean.  
5.  Be sure to provide lots of encouragement and positive 
feedback to balance the correcting.  
*NOTE - Edited yellow draft is Due Monday, in Writing 
Folder 
 
GRAMMAR (20 minutes): 
1.  Teach FLL Lesson 23 - Adjectives 
 
MEMORIZATION (All Week, 10 minutes): 
1. Scripture: Genesis 1:26-31 - Review for Author Share 
presentation on 11/14 (not graded). 
2. Memorize poem: "The Year" Due 11/2 (for a grade) 
 
FAMILIAR SAYING (5 minutes) 
"The more the merrier." 
 
LATIN (All Week, 30 minutes)  

1. Watch DVD for Ch. 13-15 
2. Review vocabulary by saying words out loud 3 times. If 
your child is new to Veritas please complete workbook 
pages for Ch. 13-15. 
 
MATH (1 hour, 30 minutes): 
1. Rapid Recall - Addition Track 6, Day 2 
2. Conduct Math Meeting for Lesson 29 
3. Teach Lesson 29 from Saxon SM3TE (Master 3-29 
needed) 
4. Complete practice page for Lesson 29 side A (side B is 
optional) and return to school in binder. 
5.  Co-teacher checks and initials practice page for 
accuracy. 
6.  Give Oral Assessment #3 (Lesson 30). 
7.  Digit Span cards: visual and auditory 
 
SCIENCE (40 minutes): 
1.  Read aloud from 'Reading Comprehension Worksheet - 
Hurricane and Tornadoes." 
2.  Answer questions in complete sentences (student may 
dictate as co-teacher writes). 
3.  Complete the Venn Diagram to compare Hurricanes to 
Tornadoes. 

o Draw lines for your child to write on, if needed. 
o Student lists 2-3 facts per section; can be taken 

from the reading comprehension worksheet, or 
another resource.   

o A list is fine, complete sentences are not required. 
o Return both completed sheets to school in binder 

(Science section).  
o OPTIONAL:  Look up interesting videos of these 

weather events on YouTube.  Be sure to view the 
videos prior to showing your student. 

 

FLEX DAY  

READING:  

1. Read assigned IRP story/pages. 

2. Answer assigned PLORE and VO1 question(s) in spiral, 
as assigned (complete sentence and best handwriting). 

3. Co-teacher initials Reading Log and PLORE page. 

 

RAPID RECALL:  

Track 6, Day 5 

Complete any unfinished work from the week or spend 
additional time on project work. 

 


